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Abstract

While Mercury allows destructive input/unique output modes which direct the compiler to reuse memory, use of these modes is very cumbersome for the programmer. Moreover, it does not fit the declarative programming paradigm where the programmer has not to worry about the details of memory management.

The paper reports on some experiments with a prototype of an analyser which aims at detecting memory available for reuse. The prototype is based on the live-structure analysis developed by us for logic programs extended with declarations. The prototype has been applied on a module of the Mercury compiler and finds most of the opportunities for reuse. With some modifications, it will be able to find all.

The paper also develops the principles of a module-based analysis which is essential for the analysis of large Mercury programs with code distributed over many modules.

1 Introduction

Logic programs do not have destructive assignment. It is one of the cornerstones of their declarativeness. However, the absence of destructive assignment has an implementation cost: updating data structures requires time consuming copying and leads to large memory consumption. Prolog programs have developed a bag of tricks to circuitvent the restriction. Pure ones based on the use of open ended data structures such as difference lists, and impure ones based on assert/retract or more efficient system specific variants of built-ins with side effects. Those tricks are not available in Mercury [16] which has no impure built-ins and whose mode system excludes the use of open ended data structures. As a consequence, the straightforward port of a Prolog application to Mercury does not always result in the anticipated speed-up [20, 19]. While Mercury does provide destructive input — unique output modes, their use is cumbersome and does not fit the declarative programming paradigm where the programmer has not to worry about memory management. Moreover, apart from input-output, destructive updates are not part of the current standard distribution of Mercury. The Mercury programmer has to plug in his own C-code doing the destructive updates if that is really necessary for his application [20, 19]. Such practice
may then conflict with optimisations done by the Mercury compiler. These conflicts can be prevented with the use of impure declarations, in practice quite difficult.

Much better would be to have the compiler perform the necessary reasoning for structure reuse. A number of authors have considered this problem within single-assignment languages, in the context of logic programming languages [6, 13, 14], as well as functional programming languages [2, 11, 17, 18]. Some of the approaches involve special language constructs (such as uniqueness declarations within Mercury) [1, 16, 21, 22], others are based on compiler analyses [7, 12]. Mulders et al. [15] have developed such an analysis for Prolog, however, the lack of declarations and the impurity of Prolog offer little perspective for integrating the analysis in a Prolog compiler. In [4] Bruynooghe et al. have adapted the analysis for a Mercury-like language with type, mode and determinism declarations. The current paper reports on a prototype implementation of a live-structure analysis for Mercury. It describes the outcome of an experiment where a module from the Mercury compiler has been analysed. To achieve the long term goal of integrating the analysis in the Mercury compiler, a module based analysis is necessary. The paper develops the concept of such an analysis where it suffices that the analysis of a module has access to the results of a goal independent analysis of the imported predicates.

Section 2 recalls the basics of the work described in [4]. Section 3 reports the experiment with the analysis of a module of the compiler and describes the work needed to improve the analysis. In section 4 the module based analysis is developed. We conclude with a brief discussion in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

Mercury is a logic programming language provided with types, modes and determinism declarations. The language is strongly typed and its type system is based on a polymorphic many-sorted logic [8]. Types are of particular importance to us. A type \( t \) (or if polymorphic \( t(T_1, \ldots, T_n) \) with \( T_1, \ldots, T_n \) type variables) is defined by one or more type constructors whose arguments are either types or type variables (only the type variables used in the type name can be used inside the constructors).

It is well known that one can associate a type tree with each type. Such a tree has two kinds of nodes: type nodes and constructor nodes. A type node is labelled with either a type variable or a type name. If labelled with a variable, it has no children; if labelled with a type name, it has constructor nodes as children, one for each of the type constructors in the definition of the type (the order is unimportant). Constructor nodes are labelled by the constructor name and have an (ordered) set of type nodes as children: one for each argument of the constructor in the declaration. While type trees of recursive types are infinite, we consider equivalence classes over the
typenodes: two nodes on a path from the root are equivalent when they have
the same label. In this way, any type tree has a finite representation as a
type graph. Nodes have an associated type, namely the type of the tree with
the node as root.

**Example 2.1** The polymorphic type list(T) is defined as:

\[
\text{list}(T) \rightarrow \text{[} \text{;} \text{ [T]\text{list}(T)\text{]} \text{].}
\]

Its type graph is shown in Fig. 1.

---

Type selectors are used to select a node in a type tree (and through the
type associated with the node, a subtype of a type). \(\mathcal{c}\) denotes the
empty selector and \(t^*\) selects the root node of \(t\). With \(c(t_1, \ldots, t_n)\) one of the
alternatives in the type definition of \(t\), \(t^{(c,i)}\) (\(i \leq n\)) selects the \(i^{th}\) child of the
child of \(t\) with \(c\) as label (and the type associated with it). As concatenator
of type selectors we use "\(\cdot\)". With \(s\) a selector applicable on \(t_i\), \(t^{(c,i),s}\) selects \(t_i^s\). We also define equivalence classes over type selectors. In the context
of a type \(t\) we have that \(s_1 \equiv s_2\) when \(t^{s_1}\) and \(t^{s_2}\) select the same node.
Also the number of these equivalence classes is finite. For example, in the
context of type \(\text{list}(T)\), and using "\(\cdot\)" as list constructor, \(\mathcal{c} \equiv (, 2)\) and
\(\text{list}(T)^\mathcal{c} = \text{list}(T)^{(, 2)}\).

Liveness of a variable is expressed at the level of the type nodes of its
type graph. With \(t\) the type of \(X\), \(\text{Live}(X^t)\) expresses that the subterm
of \(X\) corresponding to the subtype \(t^s\) is live. Parts of a variable which are
not live are available for reuse. For example, with \(X\) of type \(\text{list}(T)\), three
cases can be distinguished: (1) \(\text{Live}(X^t)\) expressing that the whole value of
\(X\) is live; (2) \(\text{Live}(X^{(i-1)})\) expressing that only the elements of the list are
live (and the backbone of the list is available for reuse); (3) nothing is live,
i.e. everything is available for reuse. Formally, liveness can be defined as a
total mapping from the type nodes to \{true, false\} with the constraint that
\(\text{Live}(X^s)\) implies \(\text{Live}(X^{x, t})\) for all selectors \(s\) and \(t\). These derived
live nodes are left implicit (as in the case (1) above where also \(\text{Live}(X^{(i-1)})\)
holds).

Our analysis is performed at the level of the High Level Data Structure
(HLDS) constructed by the Mercury compiler. It is a kind of normal form
which has one definition for each mode of each program predicate. The bodies of the clauses in this normal form contain conjunctions, disjunctions and if-then-else's. Unifications are made explicit; all atoms about program predicates have distinct variables as arguments and special atoms are used for unification. Four cases of unification are used. They are: (1) test \( X = Y \), (2) assignment \( X := Y \), (3) construction \( X \leftarrow f(Y_1, \ldots, Y_n) \), and (4) deconstruction \( X \Rightarrow f(Y_1, \ldots, Y_n) \) [8]. In what follows, we use the term head variables for the arguments (variables) which are in the head of the normal form.

Our analysis is based on abstract interpretation [5] and uses the top-down framework of [3]. Very briefly, abstract interpretation mimics concrete execution by replacing the program’s operation on concrete data by abstract operations over data descriptions. The analysis of a procedure call consists of procedure-entry, the execution of the statements in the procedure’s body and procedure-exit. The analysis computes an abstract state in each program point and uses fix-point iteration to cope with recursion. It is a polymorphic analysis: it analyses predicate definitions for each call pattern which shows up during the analysis.

In the live-structure analysis of [4], the liveness information in a program point (preceding the current atom) is derived from three components associated with this program point:

- **Forward use (\(FU\))**: which variables can be accessed by the forward execution of the program after successful completion of the current atom (a set of variables).

- **Backward use (\(BU\))**: which variables can be accessed upon backtracking assuming the current atom fails (a set of variables).

- **Aliases (\(Alias\))**: which sharing is possible between the data structures representing the values of the bound variables in the program point (before executing the current atom) (a set of pairs \((X^x, Y^y)\)).

Each of these three components is separated in a global component and a local component. The global component describes the information coming from the context of the caller. Assuming \( q \) is called from \( r \) with actual arguments \( X_1, \ldots, X_n \) and assuming formal arguments \( Y_1, \ldots, Y_n \), the global components describe the head variables \( Y_i \) corresponding to the actual arguments \( X_i \) which are in forward/backward use in the program point before the call (\(GFU\) and \(GBU\)) and the aliases between head variables \( Y_i \) and \( Y_j \) which correspond to the aliases between \( X_i \) and \( X_j \) existing in that program point (\(Gal\)). The local components describe the extra information gathered during the analysis of the body of \( q \) (\(LFU\), \(LBU\), and \(Lali\)).

As explained in [4], these three components are used to compute the liveness in a program point. This liveness does not correspond exactly to what is explained above but is rather a “strong” liveness as it ignores the
accesses to data structures made by the instruction following the program point. So if $X^a$ is not live in program point $p$, it means there are no access paths to $X^a$ apart from those in the next instruction. The purpose of the analysis is to find opportunities for reuse; more concrete, the interest is in deconstruction statements $X \Rightarrow \ldots$. If $X^c$ is not (strongly) live in the preceding program point, then the top level data structure (e.g., the first listcell when $X$ is of type list) is available for reuse. The most convenient way to indicate this to the compiler is to insert a pragma `reuse(X)` in the HLDS at the program point following the deconstruction. In general it is also possible that $X^c$ is live in the point before the deconstruction but no longer in a later program point, in which case the pragma can be inserted at that point. Finally, reporting the possibility for reuse only makes sense if the clause contains a construction statement which can really reuse the cell available for reuse. This is a matter of inspecting the remainder of the clause (or also some preceding code if some code movement is possible). This aspect was handled manually in the experiments described in the paper.

The initial liveness upon entry of a clause definition is denoted $Live_0$. It is computed by procedure-entry which projects the liveness in the program point before the call on the arguments of the call and applies the renaming between formal and actual parameters.

3 A case study: `labelopt`

3.1 Analysis engine

For our experiments we are using the AMAI [10] as engine for abstract interpretation. The original engine, written in Prolog, has been extended with the necessary functionality to handle disjunctions (if-then-else constructs are transformed into deterministic disjunctions). The abstract domain is the domain for live-structure analysis as sketched in Section 2. The engine is an abstract machine which executes the code of the abstracted program. To generate the code of the abstracted program, the Mercury compiler (v0.8) has been extended with a module which converts the intermediate HLDS structures produced by the compiler into AMAI instructions. These instructions also contain the necessary information about types, modes and determinism which is needed for the live structure analysis. The engine is able to perform a goal dependent analysis of a call to a predicate, given that the code includes all predicate-definitions on which the called predicate depends (directly or indirectly). The analysis is polyvariant and the result consists of call-exit pairs for all predicates needed for the analysis of the top level predicate call and, for each call pattern, an annotated version giving the abstract state in each program point. From this information it is pretty straightforward though tedious, to derive the `reuse` pragma's by hand (soon to be implemented).
3.2 The analysis of labelopt

The analysed program, labelopt, is a module from the Mercury compiler. The main predicate exported by this module is labelopt\_main.

The purpose of this predicate is to transform a list of program instructions into a new list of optimised instructions. The module calls predicates from two other modules: opt\_util and indirectly list. As the output data produced by the analysis engine is quite cumbersome to review (manually), we limited our analysis by substituting the few predicates from opt\_util by dummy predicates, such that the liveness results for the main predicates within labelopt were not influenced. We kept the code for the list manipulation predicates though, as these presented a high potential for reuse.

3.2.1 Call graph and potential reuses

Figures 2 and 3 show the (simplified) call graph of labelopt\_main, leaving out dummy calls. Predicates whose definitions contain pairs of deconstruct/construct instructions (candidates for reuse) are marked with D/C. Recursive calls are indicated by loops in the call graph. A brief description follows.

![Call graph of labelopt\_main](image)

**Figure 2**: Call graph of labelopt\_main.

**labelopt\_main**: Input is a list of instructions; a new list is the output. There is no deconstruct/construct pair within the body. Reuse will have to occur at a lower level, if at all.

**build\_useset**: Input is a list of instructions and a set of labels (initially empty); a new set of labels is the output. Again, there is no deconstruct/construct pair present within the body. Reuse at this level is also not possible.

**instr\_list**: The input, a list of instructions, is explicitly deconstructed. For each instruction a new list of instructions is generated, either ex-
Figure 3: Call graph of `set_insert_list/3`. All predicates belong to the list-module, with exception of `set_insert_list`.

implicitly or by calling `eliminate`. Each of these lists is then prepended to the list of instructions computed by the recursive call. In this body we have explicit deconstruction and construction. It is a candidate for reuse.

`eliminate`: Basically a variable of type pair is deconstructed and a new pair is created. The output of this predicate is a list containing this new pair. There is an explicit deconstruct/construct, so it is a candidate for reuse.

`list manipulation predicates`: The remaining predicates are predicates which essentially manipulate lists. The meaning of each of these predicates should be quite obvious. Some of them have explicit deconstruction/construction pairs, and are therefore candidates for reuse.

Judging solely on the presence of explicit deconstructions/constructions, the following predicates are candidates for reuse: `instr_list`, `eliminate`, `append`, `merge_sort`, `split_list`, `merge`, `remove_adjacent_dups`, `merge_and_remove_dups`. Figures 4 and 5 present the relevant pieces of the definitions of these predicates as given by the HLDS code of the compiler.

### 3.2.2 Identified reuses

Our analysis detects reuse of the top level of the input structure in the predicates `append`, `instr_list`, `remove_adjacent_dups`, `eliminate` and `split_list`. Within each of these predicates a variable `L` is deconstructed `(L \Rightarrow f(...)`) where `L` is not live in the program point before that deconstruction. For all predicates where lists are involved with exception of `split_list`
:- pred instr_list(list(instruction),
  list(instruction)).
:- mode instr_list(in.out) is det.
instr_list(I1,I2):-
I1 -> [ 10 | MoreL ],
10 -> Unistr -_Comment ,
( ... % perform some tests
    -> R ([ 10 ]
      ; eliminate(IO.R),
        opt_util_predicate(Unistr,...)
    ),
    instr_list(MoreL,MoreR),
    append(R,MoreR,I2).

:- pred eliminate(instruction, 
  list(instruction)).
:- mode eliminate(in.out) is det.
eliminate(I, List) :-
I -> Istr0 - Comment0,
( ... % perform some tests
  -> List <- [] ;
  NewInstr = ..., % some constant
    Newl <- NewInstr - Comment0,
List <- [Newl] ).

Figure 4: Relevant code of labelopt-predicates.

the complete input list becomes consumed through the recursive calls. In
split_list, the base case can be reached before the complete list is con-
sumed, in which case the second output argument shares directly the whole
input list. In merge_sort, we have a slightly different situation. The input
list L1 is still live in the program point before the deconstruction; however,
if we check the program point before the construction L2 <= [E], we see
that L1 is neither live nor an alias of L2 or E, so the top level of L1 is
available for reuse at that point.

3.2.3 Missed reuses and the remedy

In merge and the very similar merge_and_remove_dups, the reuse is missed
by our analysis. We restrict the discussion to merge. The call pattern of
the call merge(A,B,C) contains no aliases and only the output argument C
is live. Inspection of the code shows that either the top level of A or the
top level of B can safely be reused for constructing a cell of the output C.
The problem is that A (and B) are live in the program point preceding their
destruction. The analysis identifies A' with A([-2]). As a consequence, A
and its tail which is stored in Xs become aliases. Xs is live in every program
point of the disjunct with the recursive call merge(Xs,B,Zs) and because
of the imprecise alias, so is A. In the other disjunct, the similar observation
holds for the input argument B. A solution is to replace the first deconstruct
by A = [X]\ and to insert a second deconstruct A = [Xs] in front of the
instruction using Xs (in this case in front of merge(Xs,B,Zs)). With this
code, our analysis detects that A is available for reuse in the program point
preceding the second deconstruct. Another solution to this problem is not
to identify X with X([-2]) for lists (and similarly for other recursive data
structures), at least not for variables which are used in a deconstruction
operation. This solution requires a revision of our abstract domain and will
result in slightly larger abstract states; however, if limited to variables which
are candidates for reuse, the cost could be quite acceptable.
:- pred append(list(T),list(T),list(T)).
:- mode append(in,in,out) is det.
append(X,Y,Z) :- X :: [], Z := Y.
append(X,Y,Z) :-
    X = [ X1 | Xs ],
    append(Xs,Y,Zs),
    Z := [ X1 | Zs ].

:- pred merge_sort(list(T),list(T)).
:- mode merge_sort(in,out) is det.
merge_sort(L1,L2) :- L1 = [], L2 = [],
    length(L1,Length),
    Length is 1 + 2 * #X in L1, split_list(Length,L1,F,B),
    merge_sort(F,SP),
    merge_sort(B,SB),
    merge(SP,SB,L2).

:- pred merge(list(T),list(T),list(T)).
:- mode merge(in,in,out) is det.
list_merge(A,B,C) :-
    ( & -> [ Y[Xs] ] ->
      ( C = X, list_merge(X,Y,Zs) ;
      list_merge(A,Y,Zs)
      ),
      C := [ Y[Xs] ]
    ; C := A
    ),
    C := B.

:- pred remove_adjacent_dups(list(T),
                              list(T)).
:- mode remove_adjacent_dups(in,out) is det.
remove_adjacent_dups(L1,L2) :-
    % cannot fail switch on L1
    L1 = [], L2 = [ X ],
    length(L1,Length),
    Length is 2 * #X in L1, split_list(Length,L1,F,B),
    merge_sort(F,SP),
    merge_sort(B,SB),
    merge(SP,SB,L2).

:- pred split_list(int,int,list(T),list(T)).
:- mode split_list(in,in,out) is semidet.
split_list(W,List,Start,End) :-
    W = 0 -> Start = [], End := L1;
    W is W = 1,
    List = [ Head | List1],
    split_list(W,List1,Start1,End),
    Start = [ Head | Start1 ].

:- pred merge_and_remove_dups(list(T),
                              list(T),list(T)).
:- mode merge_and_remove_dups(in,in,out) is det.
merge_and_remove_dups(A,B,C) :-
    % code very similar to merge/3
    merge(A,B,C).

Figure 5: Relevant code of set and list predicates.

3.3 Overview and cost

Table 1 presents the analysis results of the predicates as they appear in our experiment (see Appendix A for the code listing). Each of these predicates is annotated with reuse-information, call- and exit-pattern. The reuse-information is either $r_d$ (direct reuse), $r_i$ (indirect reuse), $r_{di}$ (direct and indirect reuse), $no$ (no reuse possible), $no^*$ (missed reuse). The exit pattern consists of a life component and an alias component, both are relative to the life and alias components of the call pattern. Note that all predicates are deterministic (or semideterministic), therefore no variables will appear in backward use.

Our experiments were done on an UltraSPARC-III (333MHz) with 256MB
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicate</th>
<th>R.</th>
<th>Call patt.</th>
<th>Exit patt.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mylabelopt_main(H1,H2,H3,H4)</td>
<td>r_i</td>
<td>{H3, H4} - \emptyset</td>
<td>0 - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>builduset(H1,H2)</td>
<td>r_i</td>
<td>{H1, H2} - \emptyset</td>
<td>0 - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>builduset,2(H1,H2,H3)</td>
<td>r_i</td>
<td>{H1, H3} - \emptyset</td>
<td>0 - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instr_list(H1,H2,H3,H4,H5)</td>
<td>r_{d+i}</td>
<td>{H4, H5} - \emptyset</td>
<td>0 - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eliminate(H1,H2,H3,H4)</td>
<td>r_d</td>
<td>{H2, H3, H4} - \emptyset</td>
<td>{H1^{(-3)}} - {(H1^{(-3)}, H2^{(-3)})}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eliminate(H1,H2,H3,H4)</td>
<td>r_d</td>
<td>{H1^{(-3)}, H3, H4} - \emptyset</td>
<td>0 - {(H1^{(-3)}, H3^{(-3)})}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setlist(H1)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>{H1} - \emptyset</td>
<td>{H1} - \emptyset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setinsertlist(H1,H2,H3)</td>
<td>r_i</td>
<td>{H3} - \emptyset</td>
<td>{H1, H2^{(-3)}} - {(H1, H3), (H2^{(-3)}, H3^{(-3)})}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setmember(H1,H2)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>{H1, H2} - \emptyset</td>
<td>0 - \emptyset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sort_and_remove_dups(H1,H2)</td>
<td>r_i</td>
<td>{H2} - \emptyset</td>
<td>{H1^{(-3)}, H2} - {(H1^{(-3)}, H2^{(-3)})}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>merge_and_remove_dups(H1,H2,H3)</td>
<td>no*</td>
<td>{H3} - \emptyset</td>
<td>{H1, H2} - {(H1, H3), (H2, H3)}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>member(H1,H2)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>{H1, H2} - \emptyset</td>
<td>0 - \emptyset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>append(H1,H2,H3)</td>
<td>r_d</td>
<td>{H3} - \emptyset</td>
<td>{H1^{(-3)}, H2} - {(H1^{(-3)}, H2^{(-3)})}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>merge(H1,H2,H3)</td>
<td>no*</td>
<td>{H3} - \emptyset</td>
<td>{H1, H2} - {(H1, H3), (H2, H3)}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>merge_sort(H1,H2)</td>
<td>r_{d+i}</td>
<td>{H2} - \emptyset</td>
<td>{H1^{(-3)}} - {(H1^{(-3)}, H2^{(-3)})}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length(H1,H2)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>{H1, H2} - \emptyset</td>
<td>{H2} - {(H2, H3)}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length,2(H1,H2,H3)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>{H1, H3} - \emptyset</td>
<td>{H2} - {(H2, H3)}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>split_list(H1,H2,H3,H4)</td>
<td>r_d</td>
<td>{H3, H4} - \emptyset</td>
<td>{(H4, H2), (H3^{(-3)}, H2^{(-3)})}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remove_adjacent_dups(H1,H2)</td>
<td>r_i</td>
<td>{H2} - \emptyset</td>
<td>{H1^{(-3)}} - {(H1^{(-3)}, H2^{(-3)})}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remove_adjacent_dups,2(H1,H2,H3)</td>
<td>r_d</td>
<td>{H3} - \emptyset</td>
<td>{H1^{(-3)}, H2} - {(H3^{(-3)}, H2), (H3^{(-3)}, H1^{(-3)})}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Overview of the analysed predicates. \(r_d\) = direct reuse, \(r_i\) = indirect reuse, \(r_{d+i}\) = combined reuse, \(no\) = no reuse possible, \(no^*\) = missed reuse.

RAM, using SunOS Release 5.7, under a usual workload. The Prolog-engine was Master Prolog, release 4.1 ERP. On this platform the analysis of `mylabelopt_main` within `labelopt` (already converted into AMAI instructions), took an average 2.84 seconds.

In a second experiment we explicitly included all predicates of the imported module `opt_util` instead of using dummy predicates. The resulting module heredity contained about 100 predicates (which is a rare situation for normal real-life projects using modules). The analysis of `mylabelopt_main` under these conditions took more than 20 minutes. One reason for this high analysis time is to be found in the proliferation of the versions of the predicates (e.g. the analysis detects 7 different call patterns for `append/3`, which means that 7 versions are analysed, three of which allow reuse). The number of versions can be reduced when combining goal dependent and goal independent analysis (see next section). A second reason is related to the number of functors defining one single type. In our experiment, the concerned predicates mainly manipulate lists of instructions, where the instruction type is defined in terms of 26 different functors. When starting to select substructures below those functors, an explosive growth of the number of aliases occurs. To prevent this, a widening operation will have to be developed which collapses all those aliases into one. For example a wildcard “*” in a
selector $s_*$ of a type $t$ indicates that all type nodes $t^{s_1}$ are selected for all selectors $s_1$.

4 Towards a module based analysis

Large software is distributed over several modules and separate compilation of modules is necessary. The assumption that the call graph between modules has a tree structure is not too restrictive. It allows to analyse modules in a bottom-up fashion, making the results of the analysis of the exported predicates of a module available for the analysis of the modules higher up in the call tree. In this section we explore how such a modular analysis can be organised.

The problems to be solved are:

- The definition of the called predicate (e.g. $q$) has to be analysed without knowing the context (its call pattern) in which it is called.

- When analysing the definition of a predicate (e.g. $r$) containing a call to $q$, the caller's context is likely different from the assumed context while $q$ was analysed. However, $q$ cannot be re-analysed.

For domains with the right properties, it is well known that the results of a goal independent analysis [9] of $q$ can be used to compute a safe approximation of a (goal dependent) call to $q$ in the analysis of $r$. As we will argue in Subsection 4.1, this is possible for our analysis, so $r$ can be analysed without re-analysing $q$. Another difficulty is when the analysis of $q$ shows that there is opportunity for reuse. Typically, this reuse will not be safe for every calling context, so it is necessary to provide two versions of $q$, the standard one without reuse and a variant $q'$ with reuse. So, there is also a need to provide information which allows the caller to test whether it can call the version with reuse or has to call the standard version. Which information has to be saved from the goal independent analysis is discussed in Subsection 4.2.

4.1 Goal independent analysis

As explained in Section 2, forward use, backward use and aliases are separated in a local and a global component. The total forward/backward use is simply the union of the local and the global component. The computation of the local component is independent of the existing global component. Moreover, procedure-exit has not to return anything about forward use, while returning only the final local backward use. Also the aliases are separated in a local and a global component. As described in [4], the full set of aliases in a program point is given by the so called alternating closure of both components (pairs connected by a path which alternates between a global and
a local alias). The value of the local component in a program point is independent of the global component and the local component is the only one returned by procedure exit. Hence, a goal independent analysis returns the same aliases as a goal dependent one. So, using the results of the goal independent analysis of $q$ for analysing a call to $q$ results in exactly the same abstract state in the program point following the call as when performing a goal dependent analysis of that call to $q$.

However, there is also the issue of possible reuse inside $q$. Liveness in a program point depends on both the global and the local component. A truly goal independent analysis of $q$ would start with all global components empty. Obviously, it will detect a maximal number of opportunities for reuse. However, the assumption that none of the output variables will be used after exiting the predicate is an unrealistic one. Typically, all the outputs will be used. While not using all outputs can make sense, it is definitely inefficient in time and memory as the execution of the predicate will create the unneeded output argument. It is not the purpose of our analysis to overcome such inefficiencies. A preceding analysis should trap such calls, should create a version of the predicate without the unneeded output argument and should redirect the call to that version. Hence it is much more sensible to perform an analysis under the assumption that all output arguments will be needed, i.e., to initialise the global forward use with all the head variables in output positions. In what follows we mean such an analysis when using the term goal independent analysis.

In summary, a module can be analysed by analysing its exported predicates in a goal independent way. The analysis of such a predicate starts with an empty set of global aliases, an empty set of variables in global backward use and with the head variables occurring in output positions of the predicate in global forward use. Such an analysis returns a set of head variables in local backward use and a set of local aliases between head variables. When analysing a goal dependent call in a module importing the predicate, the results of the goal independent analysis are used to compute the effect of the call on the abstract state. However, one problem remains: the goal independent analysis can detect opportunities for reuse of data structures. If so, there is no guarantee that reuse is allowed for all calls to the predicate as the liveness, which decides whether reuse is possible, depends also on the global components. Hence, if reuse is possible, the goal independent analysis has to indicate that two versions have to be made, the standard one without reuse and the optimised one with reuse. Then it also has to provide information which allows the caller to decide which version it can use.

4.2 Deciding about reuse

In what follows, a component is given a subscript $p$ when its value depends on the program point and it is given a superscript $(gi$ or $gd)$ when its value differs between the goal independent and the goal dependent analysis. Let
us consider a program point \( p \) prior to a deconstruction \( X \Rightarrow \ldots \) in the predicate definition for \( q \). Let \( LU_p \) be the union of the local forward and backward use in program point \( p \) and \( L alias_p \) be the local aliases at \( p \). Let \( Galias \) be the global aliases (the same in every program point of \( q \)). As described in [4], the full set of aliases is given by the alternating closure of the two sets \( (Alias_p = Alt clos(Galias, Lalias_p)) \). In the goal independent case, the initial liveness on entry of \( q \), \( Live^0_i \) is the set of head variables in output positions of \( q \) and \( Galias \) is empty. The formula expressing the liveness at \( p \) [4] reduces to:

\[
\begin{align*}
Live^0_i &= \bigcup \{X | X \in LU_p \} \\
&\cup \{X^X | (X^X, Y^Y) \in Lalias_p \land Y \in LU_p \} \\
&\cup \left\{ X^X | \exists s_1, s_2 \text{ such that } Y^s_1 \in Live^0_i \text{ and } \right. \\
&\left. \text{ either } s_Y \equiv (s_1, s_2) \land s_X \equiv s_X' \text{ or } (s_Y, s_2) \equiv s_1 \land s_X' \equiv (s_X, s_2) \right\}
\end{align*}
\]

In the goal dependent case we obtain:

\[
\begin{align*}
Live^d_i &= \bigcup \{X | X \in LU_p \} \\
&\cup \{X^X | (X^X, Y^Y) \in Alt clos(Galias^d, Lalias_p) \land Y \in LU_p \} \\
&\cup \left\{ X^X | \exists s_1, s_2 \text{ such that } Y^s_1 \in Live^0_i \text{ and } \right. \\
&\left. \text{ either } s_Y \equiv (s_1, s_2) \land s_X \equiv s_X' \text{ or } (s_Y, s_2) \equiv s_1 \land s_X' \equiv (s_X, s_2) \right\}
\end{align*}
\]

What we are interested in is: Given that \( X \notin Live^0_i \), what is a sufficient condition for \( X \notin Live^d_i \)? A brute force approach is to make \( Lalias_p \) and \( LU_p \) available for the callers of \( q \). Then the caller can compute \( Live^d_i \) from scratch and check whether \( X \) belongs to it. The definition of \( q \) can have many local variables and \( Lalias_p \) can be large; so it can be a rather expensive computation. So, let us analyse whether the amount of information to be saved can be reduced.

Comparing both formulas and given that \( X \notin Live^0_i \), we can observe that \( X \in Live^d_i \) only if one of the following conditions holds:

1. \( X \in Live^0_i \)
2. \((X, Y) \in Alt clos(Galias^d, Lalias_p) \land Y \in LU_p \)
3. \((X, Y^s, x) \in Alt clos(Galias^d, Lalias_p) \land Y^s \in Live^d_i \)
To check condition 1 during the goal dependent analysis, we only need to know from the goal independent analysis which variable can be reused by it (to be stored as value for \texttt{reuse}$_{g}$). Note that condition 1 can prevent reuse only if \(X\) is an input head variable because only head variables occur in \(\text{Live}^{g}_{0}\) and output head variables cannot be reused as they occur in \(\text{Live}^{g}_{i}\) and thus in \(\text{Live}^{g}_{i}\).

A first observation about the other two conditions is that \(\text{Gal}ias^{gd}\) only contains aliases between input head variables and \(\text{Lal}ias_{p}\) cannot contain aliases between input head variables. Indeed, Mercury is such that input head variables cannot be further instantiated, hence no new aliases can be created between them. For what concerns condition 2, if \((X', Y') \in \text{Alt}clos(\text{Gal}ias^{gd}, \text{Lal}ias_{p})\) and \(Y \in L_{U_{p}}\) while \(X' \notin \text{Live}^{g}_{i}\) then \((X', Y') \notin \text{Lal}ias_{p}\), so we must have one of the following cases:

(a) \(X\) and \(Y\) are input head variables and \((X', Y') \in \text{Gal}ias^{gd}\) and \(Y' \in \text{Live}^{g}_{i}\) (because \(Y \in L_{U_{p}}\)).

(b) \(X\) is an input head variable and \(Y\) is a local variable and there is a head variable \(\text{Hvar}\) such that \((X', \text{Hvar}^{s_{1}}) \in \text{Gal}ias^{gd}\) and \((\text{Hvar}^{s_{2}}, Y^{s_{3}}) \in \text{Lal}ias_{p}\) and \(Y \in L_{U_{p}}\) for appropriate selectors\(^{1}\) \(s_{1}, s_{2},\) and \(s_{3}\). However, then also \(\text{Hvar}^{s_{2}} \in \text{Live}^{g}_{i}\), hence this case is covered by case (a) because \((X', \text{Hvar}^{s}) \in \text{Gal}ias^{gd}\) and \(\text{Hvar}^{s} \in \text{Live}^{g}_{i}\) for an appropriate value of \(s\).

(c) \(X\) is a local variable, \(\text{Hvar}\) and \(Y\) are input head variables, \((\text{Hvar}^{s_{1}}, Y^{s_{2}}) \in \text{Gal}ias^{gd}\), \(Y^{s_{2}} \in \text{Live}^{g}_{i}\) (because \(Y \in L_{U_{p}}\)), and \((X', \text{Hvar}^{s}) \in \text{Lal}ias_{p}\) for appropriate selectors \(s_{1}, s_{2},\) and \(s_{3}\).

(d) \(X\) and \(Y\) are local variables, \(\text{Heart}\) and \(\text{Hvar}^{2}\) are input head variables, \((X', \text{Hvar}^{s_{1}}) \in \text{Lal}ias_{p}, \text{(Hvar}^{s_{2}}, Y^{s_{3}}) \in \text{Lal}ias_{p}, \text{(Hvar}^{s_{4}}, \text{Hvar}^{s_{5}}) \in \text{Gal}ias^{gd}\) and \(Y \in L_{U_{p}}\) for appropriate selectors \(s_{1}, s_{2}, s_{3}, s_{4},\) and \(s_{5}\). Similarly as in case (b), also \(\text{Hvar}^{s_{2}} \in \text{Live}^{g}_{i}\), hence the case is covered by case (c).

We are left with the cases (a) and (c). We observe that the information from the goal dependent analysis which is needed to check the second condition for reuse is:

- The liveness of the input head variables in \(\text{Live}^{g}_{i}\).
- The aliases in \(\text{Lal}ias_{p}\) between \(X'\) and input head variables.

For what concerns condition 3, \(Y\) must be a head variable as \(Y^{s_{4}, s_{5}} \in \text{Live}^{g}_{0}\). If \((X', Y^{s_{4}, s_{5}}) \in \text{Alt}clos(\text{Gal}ias^{gd}, \text{Lal}ias_{p})\) then either \((X', Y^{s_{4}, s_{5}})\) belongs to \(\text{Lal}ias_{p}\) or to \(\text{Gal}ias^{gd}\) or there is an input head variable \(\text{Hvar}\)

\(^{1}\)Do not worry about which selectors are appropriate. Our interest is only in identifying the elements of \(\text{Alt}clos\), which are needed to decide the condition. The function \(\text{Alt}clos\) is doing the tedious job of finding the right values for the selectors.
and \((X^e, \text{Hvar}^{s_1}) \in \text{Lalias}_p\) and \((\text{Hvar}^{s_2}, Y^{s_3}) \in \text{Galias}^{s_2}_p\) for appropriate selectors \(s_1, s_2,\) and \(s_3\). We observe that the information from the goal independent analysis which is needed to check the third condition for reuse consist of:

- The aliases between \(X^e\) and head variables in \(\text{Lalias}_p\)

Hence to check whether a call to \(q\) can use the version \(q^{e'}\) with reuse of \(X\), it suffices that we save from the goal independent analysis:

- \(\text{reuse}_q\), the name of the variable \(X\) which can be reused.
- \(\text{Plive}^{q_i}_r\), the projection on the input head variables of \(q\) of the liveness in the program point preceding the reuse.
- \(\text{Pair}^{s_i}_q\), the pairs \((X^e, \text{Hvar}^i)\) with \(\text{Hvar}\) a head variable, of the local aliases in the program point preceding the deconstruction.

When the goal independent analysis of a predicate \(r\) which calls \(q\) shows that \(q^{e'}\) can be used then a version \(r^{e'}\) of \(r\) using \(q^{e'}\) has to be created and information to decide whether \(r^{e'}\) can be used is needed. This information is computed in a similar way. Let \(\text{Lalias}_q, \text{Live}^{q_i}_r\) be the information in the program point of \(r\) which precedes the call to \(q\) and let \(\rho\) be a renaming which maps the formal arguments in the head of \(q\) to the actual arguments in the call to \(q\). Then the three components are:

- \(\text{reuse}_r = \text{reuse}_q \rho\).
- \(\text{Plive}^{q_i}_r = \text{the projection on the input head variables of } r \text{ of } \text{Live}^{q_i}_r \cup \text{Plive}^{q_i}_q\).
- \(\text{Pair}^{s_i}_q = \text{the pairs } (X^e, \text{Hvar}^i) \text{ from } \text{Alclose}((\text{Lalias}_q, \text{Pair}^{s_i}_q))\rho\) with \(\text{Hvar}\) a head variable of \(r\) and \(X\) the reused variable.

The next subsection will illustrate this with an example.

### 4.3 Example

Consider the predicate `eliminate(I,List)` (figure 4); where \(I\) is of type `instruction == (instr - string)` and `List` is of type `list(instruction)`. Its goal independent analysis starts with \(\text{Live}_0 = \{\text{List}^e\}\). The goal independent analysis yields the the alias \((I^e, \text{List}^{s_1}_0(\cdot))\). The analysis also shows that \(I^e\) is not live in the program point preceding the deconstruction \(I \Rightarrow \text{Instr}_0 - \text{Comment}_0\). As there is a subsequent construction \(\text{NewI} \leftarrow \text{NewInstr} - \text{Comment}_0\), reuse is possible in the goal independent case and the information needed to choose between `eliminate` and `eliminate'` is needed. We have:

- \(\text{reuse}_{\text{eliminate}} = I\)
\[
\begin{align*}
& \bullet \; P_{\text{live}_{\text{eliminate}}}^d = \emptyset \text{ (no live input variables in the program point).} \\
& \bullet \; \text{Alias}_{\text{eliminate}}^d = \emptyset \text{ (no aliases in the program point).}
\end{align*}
\]

Now let us consider the goal independent analysis of \texttt{instr list}. During the analysis, a goal dependent call \texttt{eliminate}(I0,R) occurs. Applying the predicate-entry operation on the call results in \(\text{Live}_0^d = \{I^{(-,1)}\}\) and \(\text{Alias}^d = \emptyset\). One can check that \(I^c \notin \text{Live}_0^d\) and \(I^c, Y^{\alpha,1} \notin \text{Altelos}(\text{Galas}^d, \text{Alias}_{\text{eliminate}}^d)\) for any \(Y^{\alpha} \in \text{Plive}_{\text{eliminate}}^d\). These can therefore be used and a \texttt{instr list}' can be generated.

Finally we show the derivation of the information needed to decide on the use of \texttt{instr list}'(L1,L2). \(\rho = \{I \rightarrow I0, \text{List} \rightarrow R\}\). Considering the program point before the call to \texttt{eliminate}, we obtain:

\[
\begin{align*}
& \bullet \; \text{reuse}_{\text{instr list}} = 10 \\
& \bullet \; \text{Plive}_{\text{instr list}}^d = \{L1^c\} \text{ (because } L1^c \text{ is an alias of } \text{More} L \text{ which is live).} \\
& \bullet \; \text{Alias}_{\text{instr list}}^d = \{(I0^c, L1^{(-,1)})\}.
\end{align*}
\]

Because of \(L1^c\) being live and of the alias \((I0^c, L1^{(-,1)})\), the condition for using \texttt{instr list}'(L1,L2) cannot be satisfied. However, our goal dependent analysis shows that reuse is possible. The loss of precision is (again) due to the fact that the recursive list selector \(,2\) is equivalent to the empty selector \(c\). If they were distinguished, then \(\text{Plive}_{\text{instr list}}^d = \{L1^{(-,2)}\}\) and the condition for the use of \texttt{instr list}'(L1,L2) could be met by callers of the predicate.

This shows that goal independent analysis can be less precise than goal dependent analysis. To obtain the best precision, goal independent analysis should be restricted to the predicates a module is exporting. On the other hand, goal independent analysis can save a lot of work. For example, in an experiment where the complete original code of the module \texttt{label.opt} was analysed, \texttt{append/3} was analysed for 7 different call patterns (3 of them allowed reuse). Analysing all predicates in a goal independent way, each predicate has to be ana lysed only once. As the current handling of recursive selectors also was at the source of the lack of precision in analysing the \texttt{merge/3} predicate, it is definitely worthwhile to improve that aspect of our analysis. The increase in complexity should be more than compensated by the adoption of goal independent analysis for all predicates.

As a last remark, there are other sources of reuse in \texttt{instr list}/2: there is a recursive call and there is a call to \texttt{append/3}. For each of them a triplet describing the information needed to check for reuse can be derived. This could lead to a proliferation of versions, \{\texttt{eliminate}' combined with \texttt{append}, \texttt{eliminate}' combined with \texttt{append}, ...\). The drastic solution of having only two versions, one which combines all possible reuse (having three triplets that have to be satisfied by the caller) and one without any reuse seems to be adequate for the module under consideration (as far as we can check by hand).
5 Conclusion

We have reported some initial experiments with live structure analysis for Mercury. The analysis of a module of the compiler revealed that most opportunities for reuse are detected. Some opportunities for reuse are unused due to the imprecision in the handling of recursive data structures. One solution to overcome this problem is to modify the Mercury HLDS code, delaying the selection of a recursive component of the data structure until the component is to be used in the next instruction. Another plausible solution is to refine the representation of aliases over recursive data structures. This would offer the additional benefit of increasing the precision of the goal independent analysis. Goal independent analysis is necessary for the predicates a module exports. In addition, its generalised use would also substantially reduce the cost of the analysis.

With separate compilation of modules, the analysis – when integrated in the compiler – would lead to two versions\(^2\) for exported predicates: a version with reuse of data structures, and a version without. The analysis would also generate the information needed by callers of a predicate to perform their own live structure analysis and to decide which version to call.

We propose to insert \texttt{reuse(X)} pragma's in the HLDS code to indicate to the compiler that the toplevel of \texttt{X} is available for reuse. We could also derive “destructive-input/unique-output” modes (not described in the paper due to lack of space) but then the compiler would have to redo part of our analysis to detect where exactly reuse becomes possible.

Analysis time for the code shown in the appendix is quite acceptable. However, the analysis time for the complete original module (and its imported modules) is not. These results are obtained with a very early prototype, we expect that substantial improvements are feasible in the near future. We also plan to implement the automated derivation of the reuse pragma, so that more experiments can be done. Other future work is experimentation with goal independent analysis (to better understand its effect on efficiency and precision) and revision of our abstract domain to obtain a better handling of aliases over recursive data structures. Also the widening operator mentioned in Section 3.3 will be developed.
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A Full listing of labelopt

Note: we intend to make the appendix available on-line (WWW) as it will not be possible to include it in the final version.

%-------------------------------%  
% Copyright (C) 1994-1997 The University of Melbourne.  
% This file may only be copied under the terms of the GNU General  
% Public License - see the file COPYING in the Mercury distribution.  
%-------------------------------%  

% labelopt.m - module to eliminate useless labels and dead code.  
% Author: z.  
% K.U.Leuven: explicit inclusion of list-manipulating predicates,  
% opt-util-related predicates substituted by dummies.  
%-------------------------------%  

:- module mylabelopt.
:- interface.
:- import_module bool, list.
:- import_module idxs.

% Build up a set showing which labels are branched to.
% then traverse the instruction list removing unnecessary labels.
% If the instruction before the label branches away, we also
% remove the instruction block following the label.

:- pred mylabelopt_main(list(instruction), bool, list(instruction), bool).
:- mode mylabelopt_main(in, in, out, out) is det.

% Build up a set showing which labels are branched to.

:- pred mylabelopt_build_uset(list(instruction), set(label)).
:- mode mylabelopt_build_uset(in, out) is det.

%-----------------------------------------------%

:- implementation.

:- import_module opt_util.
:- import_module std_util.

mylabelopt_main(Instrs0, Final, Instrs, Mod) :-
    mylabelopt_instr_list(Instrs0, yes, Instrs0, Uset0, Mod),
    mylabelopt_instr_list(Instrs0, yes, Uset1, Instrs1, Mod),
    ( Final = yes, Mod = yes <-
      mylabelopt_main(Instrs1, Final, Instrs, _)
    ;
      Instrs = Instrs1
 ).

%-----------------------------------------------%

mylabelopt_build_uset(Instrs, Uset) :-
    set_init(Uset0),
    mylabelopt_instruct(0, Instrs0, Uset0, Uset).

:- pred mylabelopt_build_uset_2(list(instruction), set(label), set(label)).
:- mode mylabelopt_build_uset_2(in, in, out) is det.

mylabelopt_build_uset_2([], Uset, Uset).
mylabelopt_build_uset_2([Instr | Instructions], Uset0, Uset) :-
    Instr = Unstr = _Comment,
    opt_util_instr_labels(Unstr, Labels, _CodeAddresses),
    set_insert_list(Uset0, Labels, Uset1),
    mylabelopt_instruct(0, Instructions, Uset1, Uset).  

%-----------------------------------------------%

% Go through the given instruction sequence. When we find a label,
% we check whether the label can be branched to either from within
% the procedure or from the outside. If yes, we leave it alone.
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% If not, we delete it. We delete the following code as well if % the label was preceded by code that cannot fall through.

:- pred mylabelopt_instr_list(list(instruction), bool, set(label),
    list(instruction), bool).
:- mode mylabelopt_instr_list(in, in, out, out) is det.

mylabelopt_instr_list([], Fallthrough, Useset, [], no).
mylabelopt_instr_list([Instr0 | MoreInstr0],
    Fallthrough, Useset, MoreInstrs, Mod) :-
    Instr0 = UnInstr0 - __Comment, 
    ( UnInstr0 = label(Label) ->
        ( Label = exported(_)
          ; Label = local(_)
          ; set_member(Label, Useset)
        )
    ->
        ReplInstrs = [Instr0],
        Fallthrough1 = yes,
        Mod0 = no
        ;
        mylabelopt_eliminate(Instr0, yes(Fallthrough),
            ReplInstrs, Mod0),
        Fallthrough1 = Fallthrough
    )
    ;
    ( Fallthrough = yes ->
        ReplInstrs = [Instr0],
        Mod0 = no
        ;
        mylabelopt_eliminate(Instr0, no, ReplInstrs, Mod0)
    ),
    opt_util_rm_instr_fall_through(UnInstr0, CanFallthrough),
    ( CanFallthrough = yes ->
        Fallthrough1 = Fallthrough
    ;
        Fallthrough1 = no
    )
    ),
    mylabelopt_instr_list(MoreInstrs0, Fallthrough1, Useset,
        MoreInstrs1, Mod1),
    list_append(ReplInstrs, MoreInstrs1, MoreInstrs),
    ( Mod0 = no, Mod1 = no ->
        Mod = no
    ;
        Mod = yes
    ).

% Instead of removing eliminated instructions from the instruction list, % we can replace them by placeholder comments. The original comment % field on the instruction is often enough to deduce what the % eliminated instruction was.

:- pred mylabelopt_eliminate(instruction, maybe(bool), list(instruction), bool).
:- mode mylabelopt_eliminate(in, in, out, out) is det.

mylabelopt_eliminate(Unistr0 = Comment0, Label, Instr, Mod) :-
    labelopt_eliminate_total (Total),
    ( Total = yes,
    Instr = [],
    Mod = yes
    ;
    Total = no,
    ( Unistr0 = comment(_, _),
    Comment = Comment0,
    Instr = Unistr0,
    Mod = no
    ;
    ( Label = yes(Follow) -->
    ( Follow = yes -->
    Unistr = comment("eliminated label only")
    ;
    % Follow = no,
    Unistr = comment("eliminated label and block")
    )
    ;
    % Label = no,
    Unistr = comment("eliminated instruction")
    ),
    Comment = Comment0,
    Mod = yes
    ),
    Instr = [Unistr - Comment]
    ).

:- pred labelopt_eliminate_total(bool).
:- mode labelopt_eliminate_total(out) is det.

labelopt_eliminate_total(yes).

%---------------------------------------------------------------%

% opt util-related definitions

% dummy
:- pred opt util instr labels(instr, list(label), list(code addr)).
:- mode opt util instr labels(in, out, out) is det.

opt util instr labels(_, [], []).

% dummy
:- pred opt util can instr fall through (instr, bool).
:- mode opt util can instr fall through (in, out) is det.

opt util can instr fall through(_, yes).

% set-related definitions
% set(T) == set_ordlist(T) == list(T).
:- type set(T) == list(T).

:- pred set_init(set(T)).
:- mode set_init(out) is det.

set_init([]).

:- pred set_insert_list(set(T), list(T), set(T)).
:- mode set_insert_list(in, in, out) is det.

set_insert_list(Set0, List0, Set) :-
    list_sort_and_remove_chups(List0, List),
    list_merge_and_remove_chups(List, Set0, Set).

:- pred set_member(T, set(T)).
:- mode set_member(in, in) is semidet.

set_member(T, L) :- list_member(T, L).

% list-related definitions

:- pred list_append(list(T), list(T), list(T)).
:- mode list_append(in, in, out) is det.

list_append([], Y, Y).
list_append([X|XS], Y, [X|YS]) :-
    list_append(XS, Y, YS).

:- pred list_sort_and_remove_chups(list(T), list(T)).
:- mode list_sort_and_remove_chups(in, out) is det.

list_sort_and_remove_chups(L0, L1) :-
    list_merge_sort(L0, L1),
    list_remove_adjacent_chups(L1, L).

:- pred list_merge_sort(list(T), list(T)).
:- mode list_merge_sort(in, out) is det.

list_merge_sort([], []).
list_merge_sort([X], [X]).
list_merge_sort(List, SortedList) :-
    List = [..],
    list_length(List, Length),
    HalfLength is Length // 2,
    ( list_split_list(HalfLength, List, Front, Back) ->
      list_merge_sort(Front, SortedFront),
      list_merge_sort(Back, SortedBack),
      list_merge(SortedFront, SortedBack, SortedList) ;
      error("list_merge_sort")
).

:- pred list_length(list(T), int).
:- mode list_length(In, Out) is det.

list_length([], N) :-
    list_length_2([], 0, N).

:- pred list_length_2(list(T), int, int).
:- mode list_length_2(list(In, int, out)) is det.

list_length_2([], N, N).
list_length_2([X | L], N0, N) :-
    N1 is N0 + 1,
    list_length_2(L, N1, N).

:- pred list_split_list(int, list(T), list(T), list(T)).
:- mode list_split_list(list(int, out, out, out)) is semidet.

list_split_list(N, List, Start, End) :-
    ( N = 0 ->
        Start = [],
        End = List ;
        N > 0,
        N1 is N - 1,
        N1 = 1,
        List = [Head | List1],
        Start = [Head | Start1],
        list_split_list(N1, List1, Start1, End)
    ).

:- pred list_merge(list(T), list(T), list(T)).
:- mode list_merge(list(int, out, out, out)) is det.

list_merge(A, B, C) :-
    ( A = [X|Xs] <-
        ( B = [Y|Ys] <-
            C = [Z|Zs],
            ( compare(<, X, Y) <-
                Z = X,
                list_merge(Xs, B, Zs) ;
                Z = Y,
                list_merge(A, Ys, Zs)
            )
            ;
            C = A
        )
    ;
    C = B).

:- pred list_remove_adjacent_dups(list(T), list(T)).
:- mode list_remove_adjacent_dups(list(int, out)) is det.
list_remove_adjacent_chups([], []).  
list_remove_adjacent_chups([X|Xs], L) :-  
    list_remove_adjacent_chups_2(Xs, X, L).  
:- pred list_remove_adjacent_chups_2(list(T), T, list(T)).  
:- mode list_remove_adjacent_chups_2(in, in, out) is det.  

list_remove_adjacent_chups_2([], X, [X]).  
list_remove_adjacent_chups_2([X1|Xs], X0, L) :-  
    ( X0 = X1  
    ->  
        list_remove_adjacent_chups_2(Xs, X1, L)  
    ;  
        L = [X0 | L0],  
        list_remove_adjacent_chups_2(Xs, X1, L0)  
    ).  

:- pred list_merge_and_remove_chups(list(T), list(T), list(T)).  
:- mode list_merge_and_remove_chups(in, in, out) is det.  

list_merge_and_remove_chups(A, B, C) :-  
    list_merge(A, B, C).  

:- pred list_member(T, list(T)).  
:- mode list_member(in, in) is semidet.  

list_member(X, [X | _]).  
list_member(X, [ ] | Xs) :-  
    list_member(X, Xs).